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capacity to further them and replaceable when he fails. The
event-making figure is thus reduced once more to an instrument
of a historical or class Purpose, that is, the purposes of other
men. The effect of his own purpose is regarded as a minor detail.
That many, if not most, of the political personalities who stride
the boards of history for a brief moment are instruments of
other people's purposes may be granted. But it cannot be granted
for those whom we have called event-making figures. We shall
consider the relation of the hero, first to the social class that
supports him, and then turn to his machine.
The dependence of the eventful figure on the support of a
social class is much more in evidence before he accedes to power
than when he is in possession of power and commands the
State forces of coercion and education. A powerful social class
which sees its vested position threatened, or which desires to use
political power to break the vested position of another class,
can usually arrange to give a candidate for the role of hero the
tbante to make good. But he may not be able to carry out all the
'tasks entrusted to him. His role may be that of a Bruening, a
Schleicher, a von Papen, a Hoover, a Kerensky, or even a Leon
Blum. But when he does make good, his very success, if he is
skilful enough, makes him independent of the class chiefly
responsible for his selection. He may still serve its interests, but
the decision to do so is his now and not theirs.
The independence of the event-making man, over and against
the class whose interest he actually or presumably has been
selected to serve, is achieved in various ways. First, he can build
up other social interests in opposition to the class that has
sponsored him. This is not difficult because in the demagogic
preparation for power he has already promised much to other
classes, except the national scapegoat. Since he always speaks
in the name of the nation or people, he can justify his independ-
ence of the class that has originally supported him in terms of
the very myths this class has helped to propagate. Secondly, the
event-making man comes into control of the armed forces of the
State. Not infrequently he already enjoys some military prestige
and power before his advent to power. Third, he brings Ms
machine into play to take over and administer social functions,
pulverise opposition, and consolidate military influence. As
far as possible the machine reduces all potential centres of re-
sistance and draws into its periphery all independent institutions.
In fact, it is the machine that makes possible the pursuit of the

